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I. Introduction
Politics and art are strange bedfellows. Both policy and artistic works are crafted by
skilled individuals who share a belief in change, yet the two subjects often find each other at
odds. Artists have been silenced for societal critiques, while politicians are common targets of
derision at the hands of artists. This disconnect can be problematic, and especially so for
designers, who walk a thin line between creativity and practicality. How is a designer supposed
to push for social justice, when their next client might oppose all their interests?
There is no singular methodology on conducting activism through design; The designer is
left to determine how best to pursue their goals. The only certainty is that to create societal
change, there must be a dialogue between the populace and leaders. Design, as an instrument of
effective communication, is well-suited for that task.
Successful political movements rely on numerous factors to generate interest. I hope to
show that socially conscious experience design coupled with a performative advertising
campaign can facilitate activism at the university level ahead of the 2018 midterm elections.
Researching the intersection of digital and performative experiences will enable me to encourage
the next generation of activists, while combining both designed aspects into one cohesive
project. An emphasis will be placed on informal design practices, upon which many political
movements have been built. In this dissertation, I will examine the major theoretical camps of
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design activism, conduct an analysis of my research and data collection, then examine my
findings before proposing a plan for further investigation.
II. Literature Review
When examining the philosophical underpinnings of design activism, the study of
aesthetics is the foundation upon which all further thinking is built. Immanuel Kant, in his
seminal Critique of Judgement writes “… a judgment of taste is not a cognitive judgment and so
is not a logical judgment but an aesthetic one, by which we mean a judgment whose determining
basis cannot be other than subjective,” (Kant, 1790). By this Kant posits that despite artists’
notions of what is clear in their work, the resulting interpretations vary dramatically from person
to person.
When this theory of aesthetics is applied to design activism, the interpretation of the work
becomes crucial. The political nature of the work requires conciseness to communicate
effectively. In his article “The Disruptive Aesthetics of Design Activism” for the journal Design
Issues, Thomas Markussen contends that the difference between design activism and political
activism is that “the design act… lends its power of resistance by being precisely a designerly
way of intervening in people’s lives,” (Markussen, 2012). The power of the designer in this
instance is the ability to edit, to present clearly what is unclear.
The importance of the impression cannot be underestimated. In politics, divisive issues
have the tendency to turn away voters, in turn destroying the chance of meaningful discourse. In
his article “Public Art and Dewey’s Democratic Experience: The Case of John Adams’s On the
Transmigration of Souls” for The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Kalle Puolakka (2016)
approaches public art as a pragmatist. From this perspective, the best cases of public art and
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design have high social significance, for they are means of promoting the sense of community.
This sense of community is, in turn, foundational in well-functioning democracies.
If a discourse is established, it opens the doors to conflict among participants. Politics
necessitate conflict, so design activism can work to mitigate or enhance conflict, depending on
how the design confronts social issues. WochenKlausur, an Austrian art group precipitates this
discussion through their use of concrete interventions. As Elizabeth S. Hawley writes in her
article in the journal Peace & Change, the group works on the local level to intervene and affect
change where the government has failed the citizens. They do this by “intervening in societal
problems via artistic means, but then leaving the continuation of the projects to civic and/or
community bodies.” This interaction between creator and community fosters a sense of trust that
is decidedly democratic; They hand the public the means to enact change in their own lives,
without forcing it upon them.
This kind of democratic design is not boutique, it is raw and informal. The downtrodden
don’t care about upscale designer cupcake branding, they care about making their voices heard.
Gui Bonsiepe, in his article “Design and Democracy” in the journal Design Issues argues that
design should embrace humanism in championing the emancipation of the excluded, the
discriminated, and economically less-favored groups. This should not replace the traditionally
commercial work of designers, rather it should complement it and inspire within the everyday
practice of design.
But why is it worth it, if there isn’t measurable change that comes from the design act
and/or viewing? Stephen Duncombe, in his 2016 article for the journal Social Research,
questions the efficacy of activist art, wondering when the artist knows when what they’ve done
works. He interviewed thousands of artists to come up with a formula and series of criteria on
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which to judge success of an activist work, eventually concluding a desired numerical outcome
for the work is critical in judging whether the results point toward a success or failure.
This brings me to the root of my concerns. How can I judge my project as a success
within the context of the 2018 midterm elections if I don’t have some sort of testing mechanism
to determine the efficacy of my design work? And furthermore, how is activism informed by
aesthetic theory?
III. Research
As is often the case with artwork, it isn’t enough to read about it, you must seek it out to
determine the truth of what others have told you. After Hawley’s ringing endorsement of
WochenKlausur’s work, I took it upon myself to examine what they had accomplished. Although
they have completed many projects, the Women-led Workers’ Cooperative they established in
2013 served as a model for the pragmatist approach I wish to attain.
WochenKlausur invited unemployed entrepreneurial women to form a collective in
Glasgow, Scotland. They then helped build the space and brand the organization, with the intent
that it would set an example for future women’s collectives around the world. This approach is
holistic, melding the activism of the volunteer-act with the aestheticism of design in a way that is
real for the people who were touched by it.

Logo created by WochenKlausur for the Women-led Workers’ Cooperative (Hawley, 2015)
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Through further research, I found that WochenKlausur’s approach was fairly unique
among socially conscious design. Not many clients are willing to support such humanitarian
gestures. Nevertheless, I looked to the titans of design activism for further inspiration: Stephan
Sagmeister, Banksy, Ai Weiwei and Tibor Kalman. Kalman in particular is a hero of mine, with
his work bending the limits of what corporate design could be. His work at Florent Morellet and
later Benneton was crass, provocative, but effective. His ability to pick clients who would allow
him to pursue political goals is admirable, albeit unrealistic for a capstone student. If I was going
to make a mark, I needed to know what resonates with students at UNL.
I conducted a survey of UNL students to determine how they feel on issues related to
politics and their political activity on campus. The results were extremely insightful and helped
me prioritize certain issues for my potential campaigns. I divided the survey into five sections:
General Questions, Political Affiliation, The Issues, News and the Media, and Importance of
Your Vote. The full results of this survey can be found in the documentation section.
The first section asked questions about respondents general political knowledge. Thirtytwo percent of respondents were completely unaware of the upcoming midterm elections, and a
further fourty-two percent were unable to name their congressional representatives. These
statistics suggest there is a non-insignificant number of students who could be assisted in
learning about the 2018 midterms, and what the candidates represent.
The survey then went on to ask students about their political affiliation. The results from
this section suggest that college education does have an impact on party affiliation, as a plurality
of respondents affiliated with the Democratic party, despite the state of Nebraska being
considered a republican stronghold. There was also a high amount of respondents that affiliated
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as independent, suggesting that they may lean toward one party or the other, but are unwilling to
associate with that party because of stigmas.
Those stigmas certainly carry over to the issues, as this section of the survey was the
most polarizing. Gun control, protecting gun rights, and funding for planned parenthood all
garnered widely differing responses. However, some traditionally liberal issues, like access to
healthcare for all and protecting the rights of women and minorites, garnered the highest amount
of approval. This correlates with the higher percentage of democratic respondents, but also
suggests that independents or republicans see these issues as important. This could also be a
generational change in thinking about healthcare and civil rights in general.
Beyond seeing issues in a different light, this new generation also obtains news from a
variety of sources that their parents never could have. Fifty-four percent of respondents said they
used facebook to keep up on the news, with exactly half saying they used local newspapers or
their peers to keep up. However, these respondents were split on the fairness of the media; A
plurality of thirty-two percent thought that the media was unfair on the issues important to them.
This disillusionment with the media could be caused by the fragmentation of the media market.
With so many ways to obtain the news, it can be hard to parse what is relevant to your interests
and the interests of society. This requires quite a bit of critical thinking which may not have been
present in a pre-internet news cycle.
Even with the lack of love for news media, seventy-eight percent of respondents thought
that their vote in the midterm elections could influence the outcome of current political issues.
Additionally, nearly half of all respondents were unaware that the Supreme Court ruled in Symm
v. United States (1979) that students are allowed to register and vote at the college in which they
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maintain residency. But the most interesting statistic was that ninety percent of respondents
would consider voting on campus in the midterms if the process was simplified for them.
This was my most valuable takeaway from the survey. If my goal is to increase political
activism ahead of the election, then what better way than to simplify the voting process? To
facilitate this goal, I will be working with the Center for Civic engagement on multiple Get Out
the Vote (GOTV) campaigns to help students register and learn about the candidates. My role
will include marketing and ideation, allowing for a variety of approaches to raising awareness,
with the ultimate goal of designing multiple large scale GOTV events throughout the year
leading up to the midterm elections.
As mentioned earlier, in order to achieve my goals, there must be a test for success
established. Duncombe proposes a formula for achieving a successful effect that looks like this:

Where variable S x represents success, variables ai and di represent the achieved outcome and the
desired outcome respectively, and S y is an unexpected outcome. The sum of all these variables
determines the success of the project. It is much simpler in theory than it first appears. However,
I would propose a separate test to determine the effectiveness of my work when it is finished.
When the ballots have been cast in November, there will be a sizeable data set of voter turnout
information to determine whether a spike in registration and turnout can be attributed to the work
I’ve done. To measure this, I’ll be conducting a T-Test, a statistical test used to determine the
probability that an independent variable has altered the outcome between two data sets. The
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independent variable in this case is my work, and the dependent variable would be voter turnout
and registration.
To prepare for this test, I’ve pulled voter registration and turnout numbers for each major
general election in Lancaster county since 2004 (See chart below). I’ve specifically identified
three precincts (1b, 3d, and 7a) which correspond to the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s
campuses. These precincts will be the litmus test for the effectiveness of my work. Even if it
only registers marginal effects, the T-Test will vindicate my approach.
Year
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
Total
Average
Standard
deviation
Midterm
Averages

1b reg voters
690
693
769
721
1104
975
1075

1b turnout
319
183
287
101
388
298
427

3d reg voters
1104
1828
1569
1575
1223
892
796

3d turnout
537
142
873
113
288
63
362

7a reg vote
943
1093
1106
1060
1385
1354
1375

7a turnout
507
261
422
204
484
375
575

861

286

128

340

1188

404

184

113

385

287

180

134

796

194

1432

106

1169

280

IV. Summary of Findings and a Path Forward
Following my investigation, it seems prudent to encourage political activity in the student
body by building a commentary on the issues that students find important. Civil liberties and
funding for public education are all universally popular among students, so they should be the
focus of any GOTV campaign within the university. I will be forced to balance my work with the
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Center for Civic Engagement with that of my own personal interest. It would be difficult at the
very least to take strong political stances while advocating for a non-partisan commission, but
that commitment doesn’t bar further design activism outside of the constraints of working for the
University. Exploring the activism of aesthetics through several smaller scale experiences
pertaining to issues that students hold dear would allow me to explore the rebellious nature of
street art unconstrained.
These are but a few of the issues that I hope to research further in the coming weeks. In
particular, John Dewey’s Art as Experience and Theodor W. Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory are two
books that will hopefully expand my knowledge of aesthetics with the hopes of exploring the
concept in my own work. In the practical sense, I will be learning projection mapping in Cinema
4D to create a digital experience based around voting. Then as the process continues, my work
should be shaped by my continued research, while avoiding stagnation due to lack of knowledge.
I appreciate the work of Weiwei, Sagmeister, Kalman, and Banksy, but in crafting a
politically energized atmosphere, it is the work of Wochenklausur that holds the greatest appeal.
The practicality of their work coupled with the inherent designerly influences makes for an
overall project that lives beyond a simple exhibit. If this project lives beyond its presentation,
then I will have succeeded, regardless of the outcome on election night.
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V. Documentation
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Year
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
Total
Average
standard
deviation
Midterm
averages

1b reg voters
690
693
769
721
1104
975
1075

1b turnout
319
183
287
101
388
298
427

3d reg voters
1104
1828
1569
1575
1223
892
796

3d turnout
537
142
873
113
288
63
362

7a reg vote
943
1093
1106
1060
1385
1354
1375

7a turnout
507
261
422
204
484
375
575

861

286

128

340

1188

404

184

113

385

287

180

134

796

194

1432

106

1169

280
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Week--->
Date--->
Subsection:
Topic:

Capstone Production Schedule
Completion Status

Contact(s)

Capstone
Democratic Engagement
Personal Work
Research
Research
Data Collection
Presentation
Critiques
Project Completion

Democratic Engagement
Initial Meeting
Strategy Meetings
ASUN Meetings
Spring Competition (TBD)
Marketing Campaign
Brainstorming Session
Meeting with Marketing Subgroup
Critique Check-in

Personal Work
Learn Projection Mapping (Cinema 4D)
Work on Digital Projection (Storyline)
Create Digital Projection
Reserve Space for Projection (Union? Library?)
Brainstorm for designed elements
Design Door Knockers
Print Door Knockers
Distribute Door Knockers ahead of Primary
Design Newspaper Covers
Distribute Newspaper Covers
Design Checkbook
Checkbook Experience
Designs for Ironic Apparel
Get Apparel Made
Design Stencils for messaging
Clean-up
Critique Check-in

Research
Collect Sources
Additional Readings
Visual Research
Graphic Design History

Data Collection
Survey 1
Survey 2 (Different kinds of Activism)
Get UNL Voter data
Perform Data Analysis

Presentation
Thesis Presentation
Thesis Paper
Revise Paper
Submit Final Paper
Final Presentation

Linda Major
Jordan Heim

Jordan Heim

DS1 Class/Colleen

DS1 Class/Colleen

1
2
3
4
7-Jan-18 14-Jan-18 21-Jan-18 28-Jan-18

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
4-Feb-18 11-Feb-18 18-Feb-18 25-Feb-18 4-Mar-18 11-Mar-18 18-Mar-18 25-Mar-18 1-Apr-18

14
15
16
17
8-Apr-18 15-Apr-18 22-Apr-18 29-Apr-18

18
19
6-May-18 13-May-18

